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Arts News
for Schools
WInTEr/SprIng 2021

Welcome
Happiness & Wellbeing for
Children & Young People

I was lucky enough to
experience my school
education in the days of the
Inner London Education Authority;
a time when arts, creativity, and
learning through cultural
immersion were well-resourced
and encouraged. I didn’t know it at
the time, but I prefer to learn
kinaesthetically, closely followed
by aurally. I often wonder whether
I would have had a successful
experience of school and a good
career if I’d not been oﬀered so
many learning opportunities that
suited my preferred learning
styles...
During the Covid19 pandemic,
we have seen a growing body of
evidence about the impact on
children and young people’s
education, and of their general
wellbeing and mental health.
Children may be experiencing
increased anxiety, behavioural
problems, or increased conﬂict at
home. The disruption to routine is
stressful for children and they can
feel confused and isolated, and
those children with existing mental
health conditions may ﬁnd the
current situation exacerbates their
challenges. We are surrounded by
evidence that demonstrates that
the arts and creativity can be a
wonderful way to address some of
these challenges.

Aside from the impact of current
global health concerns, by the time
they leave primary school, one in
ﬁve children will have experienced
mental health problems at least
once in their lives, from domestic
violence, parental substance
misuse, and family breakdown to
bereavement and other life-altering
episodes. Last year’s survey of
school leaders and teachers in
England identiﬁed signiﬁcant
increases in children’s anxiety, selfharm and suicide. The arts can help
children to express themselves and
make sense of their emotions and
the creative process can help them
to work through their problems and
ﬁnd ways to be resilient.
In 2018 the Cultural Learning
Alliance published a really helpful
paper on ‘The Arts, Health and
Wellbeing: why the arts makes us
happier and healthier’. It showed
that diﬀerent types of art activities
increase diﬀerent elements of
health and wellbeing: dance can be
shown to improve the physical
health and self-esteem of
participants; theatre, drama and
group music-making improve
young people’s social skills and
emotional wellbeing; learning to
play an instrument has been shown
to help children better cope with
stress; and the act of making art
develops young people’s sense of

identity and self-eﬃcacy and
increases children and young
people’s resilience.
I understand the limitations in
school: the squeeze of the national
curriculum; the lack of specialist
facilities and other resources,
including expertise; and the
restrictions of available time in the
school day. So how is it possible to
make the case for the arts? My
personal encouragement to schools
has always been to see how the
arts and creative activities can
support school performance overall
– the institutional impact on the
culture of the school, the
development of thinking and other
critical skills that support academic
achievement, and the ability to
involve the wider community in the
life of the school, but now more
than ever, good wellbeing and
mental health is vital and it can be
supported through arts and
creativity which beneﬁts pupils,
staﬀ and the wider community.
So, what are you waiting for make it happen!

Lesley Hagger
Executive Director
of Children’s Services,
Sandwell Council
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Using the Arts to help Children Make Sense of their Emotions

Photo © Jack Spicer Adams for Arts Connect

Welcome to our Winter/Spring News which
focusses on the vital role that arts and culture
plays in supporting the emotional, social and
physical wellbeing of children, young people, their
families and school staﬀ in the current climate.
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Arts & Culture: Supporting Happiness
& Wellbeing in Children & Young People
Exploring our Emotions through Art
Returning to school in September was a
bittersweet experience for me. On the one
hand I was thrilled to be back in the classroom,
face to face with the children I had missed over
lockdown and ﬁnally away from the virtual classroom
that had dominated our teaching. But on the other
hand I was uneasy and unprepared for the myriad of
emotions that would greet me as I stepped back into
school.
Although I felt this way, I had to stop and ask myself if I, an adult, was feeling this way, how were my
children feeling? And how could we support them with
their social and emotional wellbeing now we were
back?
My answer: the arts.
Anticipating that our children would need a safe space
to express their emotions, in the summer term at
Billesley we planned a ‘How are you feeling?’ unit for
the ﬁrst two weeks of September for them to discuss
and share their experiences from their time at home.
For this, a variety of art activities were planned to allow
them to have an outlet to show what they were
thinking and feeling. We used music to express feelings
through drawing; crafted worry wands to use in story
time each day; utilised freeze frames and conscious
alley to recreate experiences at home; drew a role on
the wall to help discuss emotions in lockdown; used
colour therapy and the zones of emotional regulation
to share experiences and created tie dye art about
mental health.

However, at Billesley we understand that Social and
Emotional Learning is not an isolated thing and should
be rooted in everything we do in our school. With this
in mind, I endeavoured to keep as many of the links we
have with our creative partners alive and strong. It is
our duty to oﬀer a broad and balanced experience
within the school setting as, even more so with
continuing restrictions, they may not be getting these
opportunities anywhere else. This year we have had
virtual storytelling with our partners at the rEp and
projects with Stan’s Cafe, have planned animation
projects based on the children’s lockdown experiences
and have pushed ourselves to keep the links we have
with our community open in a digital way. Just before
half term, our Year 5 children took part in a project with
our local church (Holy Cross) about grief and loss
through sculpture. Although this is an event we take
part in each year, its purpose was felt more keenly as
the children shared their experiences of their emotions
over the past 8 months. They used these conversations
as a springboard to making their own clay sculptures
and honestly, they were some of the best I had seen.
Due to the circumstances of lockdown, anxiety was felt
by many, including children. Echoes of the recovery
curriculum and closing the gap rung in our ears and
part of me grew scared that schools could, through no
fault of their own, neglect the arts and the impact they
can - and do have on students. My hope is that the
importance of the arts on the wellbeing of our
children is recognised and that they are used to help
children regulate their emotions in a safe and
creative way.

Further reading:
• Emotional Regulation
• The New Normal - Reshaping Education?
• Drama: a bit of fun in the classroom or a tool
to improve children’s learning?

Photo © Billesley Primary School

• EEF Guidance report on Arts Participation
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Angie Watson
Lead practitioner
and Art Ambassador
Billesley primary School
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Arts & Culture: Supporting Happiness
& Wellbeing in Children & Young People

Open Theatre facilitate a non-verbal physical
theatre practice with young people with
learning disabilities. I think we would all agree
that these last few months have been a huge learning
curve for the arts with lots of obstacles along the way.
Despite these challenges, the impact of continuing
our online work has been huge on the well-being of
the young people we work with. Feedback from one
parent was:
“It is vital that these sessions continue as it would be
detrimental to his mental health as this is the only
thing that is stable in his life at this moment in time.”

Melissa Daly Create Lab Associate, Open Theatre

Discover Arts Award
Goes Digital

The New Art Gallery Walsall Discover
Arts Award Online Programme

When schools and arts
organisations closed, Arts
Award colleagues planned
how to help them stay connected
to their younger artists in
challenging circumstances. With
arts and cultural activities moving
online we realised that Discover
Arts Award could support arts,
cultural and youth organisations
by providing a framework for
online programmes that would
support young people’s wellbeing
through creative activity and
acknowledging achievement with
a nationally recognised award.

The concern around the impact that
Covid19 has had on children’s mental
wellbeing is a focus for the work we at
The New Art Gallery Walsall have shaped since
the start of lockdown. We have been exploring
innovative ways for children to engage with the
arts and each other, helping to break down
barriers and giving children the opportunity
to achieve an award whilst having fun.

In the West Midlands we called on
organisations, nineteen were
eager to get involved; libraries,
youth services, music hubs and
schools. not all young people
have access to online resources
so we ensured organisations could
create and deliver physical
resources and activities.
Over 500 young people across
the West Midlands achieved
Discover Arts Awards. It’s
incredible how quickly people
adapted and how this created
many new possibilities.

The new Art gallery Walsall has a new Discover Arts Award Online
programme created for children to achieve with the help of their
peers. We have a new range of children’s online workshops developed
by artists, supporting teachers and families and encouraging young
people to get creative at school and home.
Our activities are easy to access and materials used are readily
available and aﬀordable showing techniques that are easy to follow.
Through working on the Discover Arts Award with schools and
families we found children felt a great sense of achievement, this really
gave them a boost emotionally. We made sure that part of the
programme focussed on allowing children to open up and talk about
their experiences and worries around Covid19 using art as a tool to
share their thoughts.
Over 50 pupils from one of our local primary schools have worked
with us and used our online resources to complete the Discover Arts
Award, and are now planning to continue their Arts Award journey
with us, aiming for the whole school to achieve their awards!
Families are continuing to work with us on their Discover Arts Award
online, enjoying their ﬁrst steps on their Arts Award journey.
Whatever the future brings we feel conﬁdent that we are developing
the knowledge and tools to support young people, teachers and
families to stay creative and stay in touch.

Becky Thompson
Arts Connect,
Arts Award
Manager

https://thenewartgallerywalsall.org.uk/
exhibition/childrens-online-workshops/

Catherine James Education Assistant at TnAgW

Photo © TNAGW
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The positive feedback
from schools, families and
the young people has
helped us realise how
important maintaining these
connections are during a time
like this when there is so much
uncertainty for us all. Our online videos
can be found via our website (www.opentheatre.co.uk)
and on our YouTube channel.

Photo © Open Theatre

Open Theatre - Maintaining Connection
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Arts & Culture: Supporting Happiness
& Wellbeing in Children & Young People

Safe School Visits and Wellbeing in the Time of Covid
Compton Verney Art Gallery and Park, just 10
miles east of Stratford-upon-Avon, is home to
six art collections, host of major art exhibitions
and outdoor events, and the site of a hugely
popular, well-established outdoor learning programme
set in a remote patch of 120 acres of lovely ‘Capability’
Brown parkland.
We have been incredibly fortunate to be able to make
use of our parkland through the pandemic and,
unsurprisingly, thousands of visitors have found in it a
welcome, Covid-safe retreat. To our surprise and
delight, working in close partnership with a local
primary school, we have also been able to safely adapt
our outdoor learning oﬀer for students.
This oﬀer focusses primarily on history topics, such as
Stone and Bronze Age, Vikings and Saxons. Using role
play and story, students share their knowledge and
imagine life in another age. referencing the
archaeology of the site, they journey through the
grounds in search of a new settlement. Once there,
they take part in a carousel of creative activities and
challenges including weaving, art-making and essential
survival skills such as breadmaking and ﬁre lighting.
When Miss James, Year 4 teacher of Dunnington C of E
primary School approached us in July about the
potential for a visit in September, we were cautiously
optimistic about recommencing our programmes, as
long as we took account of government Covid
guidelines for educational settings, as well as outdoor
learning sector advice.
For Miss James, supporting the wellbeing of students,
and the adults involved, was as important as having a
fantastic experience of the Stone Age brought to life. A
visit early in the term would support class cohesion as
the children returned from a challenging summer term.
She wanted to help students develop conﬁdence in
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working together after being socially distanced for a
long time, and hoped that an imaginative, creative
experience would boost morale, build self-esteem and
allow them space and time to become absorbed in
playful activities.
Key to the success of the visits was rigorous planning,
as well as a measure of ﬂexibility. We spent a lot of
time ﬁnding out about school risk assessments and
procedures, reinforcing these to ensure continuity and
to reduce confusion for the students on the day.
Teacher visits to the site enabled us to talk through the
structure of the visit, and to work together to establish
the roles of our staﬀ and the school adults during the
visit – for example, the adults took responsibility for
simple cleaning of resources between use so that
students could take full advantage of all the activities.
Working together built trust, ensured scrupulous
attention to health and safety, and reduced the
inevitable degree of anxiety we all felt at taking this
important step towards normality.
It was all worth it - the combined feedback from
children and adults expressed pleasure in being outside
and playing together, forgetting about the ‘real world’
for a time, and the value of the children having a
special opportunity to use their creativity, solve
problems, collaborate, take risks and try new things.
It gave us the conﬁdence to resume our service to
schools and the chance to build a valuable new
relationship for the future. Based on this success we
are looking forward to welcoming several schools and
have received a number of enquiries.

Emma Butchart & Alison Cox
Learning Team,
Compton Verney Art gallery & park
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Arts & Culture: Supporting Happiness
& Wellbeing in Children & Young People
Inclusivity Toolkit
Health and wellbeing is a priority for all schools. For many children, young people and staﬀ, there will have been an
additional event in 2020 that may have impacted on their wellbeing.
The Black Lives Matter movement reached global proportions during lockdown with many children and young people.
We know that often self-expression and reﬂection is facilitated in arts subjects. Understanding how to support children
and young people who may be navigating these issues for the ﬁrst time is crucial for good mental health.
Our Toolkit is here to help staﬀ responsible for the arts think about what their current arts experience is like, and how
they could do things diﬀerently. This resource has been created directly in response to the Black Lives Matter movement
but it can be applied to the exploration of all protected characteristics.
EXAMPLE

FURTHER REFLECTION

What am I actively doing to
promote the artistic success of
black children and young people?

Elect an arts council with
representatives from diﬀerent year
groups, ensuring they are diverse
and represent your entire school
community.

Use pupil voice to encourage
students to look more widely for
artistic inspiration, e.g. social media
platforms (where appropriate),
local communities, new and nontraditional artforms (game design,
vloggers, YouTubers).

How do I encourage and enable
black children and young people to
ﬂourish and think ambitiously?

A drama improvisation activity in
which your class are going to be
citizens of a ﬁctional new town.
They create and choose their job,
the shops, entertainment facilities
and vital resources the town needs,
through post-it notes. Encourage
them to think as ambitiously as
possible! Once the town is built split
them into groups to create an
improvised scene in character.

Think about creative careers- using
diverse, current and relevant real-life
examples as starting points/ stimuli
for creative work. When planning
your content remember:
‘I cannot be, what I cannot see.’

Am I incorporating black artists and
their experiences into my content?
What language do I use when I talk
about their work and artistic
process?

A research project around art vs the
artist with the opportunity to extend
this task into creating work using
own life experience and heritage as
the starting point.

Art is a brilliant gateway to open up
conversations around injustice and
the diversity of experience. Art can
be activism.

Am I creating additional space for
the conversations that may come up
in relation to the current moment?
Do I feel conﬁdent to facilitate
challenging conversations?

A daily/weekly ‘classroom news
broadcast.’ give children and young
people the opportunity to share
‘Breaking news’ in a news show or
magazine format with time to
discuss the topics raised.

Language is key in these
conversations, think about having a
classroom vocabulary list that can be
referred to, to build conﬁdence
around having challenging
conversations.

Photo © Arts Connect

Who are we? Do students have an
opportunity to self-identify and
discuss their heritage?

Create a ‘Classroom Collage of Us’
giving students an opportunity to
ﬁnd images that suit how they
identify beyond race or heritage.
Create a classroom display where
everyone can see themselves.

This resource was created with Artsmark Administrator: Eleanor rattenbury in direct response to the Black Lives
Matter movement. We have consulted with several of our Artsmark schools: from rural communities to inner cities to
ﬁnd examples of best practice and positive action and would love to hear your ideas too.
Artsmark is the only creative quality standard for schools and education settings accredited by Arts Council England.
Artsmark recognises the powerful and positive impact the arts and creativity has had in lockdown and can help you
harness that power to support pupil and staﬀ wellbeing. Through the programme you are able to put creativity and
wellbeing at the heart of your curriculum.
Contact Helen Frost, Arts Connect Senior Programme Manager Artsmark, for more information.
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Arts & Culture: Supporting Happiness
& Wellbeing in Children & Young People
Ignition CIC – Wellbeing and Support During Covid
Ignition CIC are a not for proﬁt arts
organisation working with professional artists
to deliver participatory theatre programmes
for social change in community and education
settings. We use multiple arts disciplines to oﬀer
children, young people and adults the opportunity to
participate in high quality artistic experiences with
strong social and interpersonal outcomes. The groups
we work with are often excluded from mainstream arts
activities.
One of our long running initiatives is in partnership
with Tickwood Care Farm, where we run a project
combining the arts and the outdoors for children and
young people with a range of disabilities. professional
artists work on this project to deliver the activity.
In our experience the outdoor forest environment
provides a calm and regulating environment for
children and young people who ﬁnd taking part in the
arts in more conventional indoor spaces a challenge.
To enable better inclusion all our sessions are coproduced with feedback from CYp and their families.
pre-Covid19 participants and their families spent the
day in the forest taking part in creative activities
together led by professional artists. Sessions would
include social time for families around the campﬁre.
Many families are living with immense pressures,
however the time they spend in the forest together has
a positive wellbeing impact for the rest of the week.

“These times are challenging and your input is
invaluable, life is definitely a little easier with
structures.” Carer on Zoom Circle Sessions

Currently we have a blended oﬀer that includes the
Zoom Talking Circle sessions plus monthly sessions in
the forest. To enable social distancing each family has
their own forest hut and a pre-designed creative arts
activity box with resources for them to engage with as
a family.
Our priority in these changing times is to keep
supporting our children and young people and their
families to enable engagement in the arts that
promotes positive mental health outcomes. Whether
that’s in person, online or via a blended oﬀer.
Find out more at www.i-gnition.co.uk

Hannah Prior
Creative Director and Theatre Maker

During lockdown we wanted to continue to support
our CYp and aimed to deliver the ‘essence’ of our
sessions remotely. This included:
• Digital online sessions in visual art, storytelling
and movement
• Zoom Talking Circles
• Outdoor creative activity packs families could
do together
The Zoom Talking Circles had a focus on wellbeing.
To encourage communication the sessions always
began with singing together.
We gave the children structured questions before the
sessions such as; ‘What has been the best thing you’ve
done this week?’ ‘What have you found challenging?’

Photo © Ignition CIC

They could then discuss these with their parent/Carer
before the session and choose how they responded to
the question; through speech, drawings or sign.
Having multiple ways of communication is important to
enable inclusion and is something we encourage within
our activities.
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“Thanks for a great session, C’s mood has lifted
brilliantly.” Carer on Zoom Circle Session

This project is part of a wider Partnership Investment programme
funded by Arts Connect and other partners. Ignition are the
strategic lead for The Culture Consortium Shropshire for this
programme, which looks to increase opportunities in arts and
culture for children and young people in Shropshire with
disabilities.
Please visit: www.cultureconsortiumshropshire.com
for more information on the Partnership Investment Programme.
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Arts & Culture: Supporting Happiness
& Wellbeing in Children & Young People

Let’s Create and Craft and How It’s Helped…
All the many stresses this year have impacted
on everyone’s wellbeing and particularly
children and families who have limited
resources and access to outdoor spaces. Arts Council
England, The Arts Fund, and The Crafts Council
supported all Bridges with funding to provide Arts
and Crafts Packs for children and young people who
would most beneﬁt over this period. We, at Arts
Connect, prioritised the distribution of these exciting
packs strategically across the West Midlands for
Children in Care, through our partnership with all 14
Virtual Schools, and for children 0-5 years through
our Moonbeams programme in partnership with our
regional partners including Local Cultural Education
Partnerships.
Almost 6000 packs have been distributed to children
of all ages across the West Midlands and we have had
really positive feedback from our partners about the
diﬀerence they have made to the wellbeing of both
children and their parents and carers:
Jenipher Mumba parent at Lillian de Lissa Nursery
School & recipient of pack:
“I think I enjoyed them more than the girls
themselves! I guess that's why it’s a family activity so
that even adults can have fun.
The lockdown period was a challenging time for all of
us and there wasn’t much to keep the girls engaged
and entertained, besides the school weekly activities.
The packs became part of our daily routine and they
gave me an opportunity to explore and bond with my
girls during a tough time. I had no idea where to start
from so we would do research online and watch
videos together on YouTube. The girls got to decide
what they wanted to make, they decided everything
from the colours to the decorations and dictated
every word for letters to special people. The packs
kept us so busy we would lose track of time. I learned
so much about my children during our creative hours
and they looked forward to it every day. When I

forgot, they would remind me saying we had to do
“art stuff” as we call it, and they still remind me not
to forget to bring the box down so they can make
something on Saturdays. We have discussions about
what we did in the week and we put it in the
scrapbook so they can have memories to look back
on. They have turned into little explorers, although
they have completed everything on the to-do list that
came along with the box, we are still coming up with
things to do on our own.
Overall, the packs enabled us to have quality and
memorable moments during a tough time and we had
conversations that I will treasure forever. So thank
you Mrs Appadu and everyone that made it possible
for us to have the opportunity to experience all these
things.”
Sally Appadu, Deputy Headteacher, Lillian de Lissa
Nursery School
“The art packs had a huge impact on all our families
at Lillian de Lissa Nursery School. Everyone was so
excited when we told them about the art packs and
they all made a special journey to come and collect
them during the pandemic. Our families said it helped
give them something meaningful to do and it meant
they could do creative activities together as a family.
It enabled all our families to develop their creativity
and open-ended thinking.”
Young person in care
“Thank you for the Arts Pack Awesome! I can make a
thank you card…. I love everyone in that big building
in Telford cause they really do they care about all of
us- We have not been forgotten during that COVID
thing! Social workers face time us, Virtual school send
us presents and video call us loads and the delivery
people made it happen! Awesome!”
Pepita Hanna, Arts Connect
Associate Director, Partnerships and Investment
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nEW
packed full of resources, details of our events, our new
facebook group, publications & research, our brand new
Moonbeams micro-site is your one stop shop for all your
early years education needs. Become part of our digital
community and stay connected.

Find it here moonbeams-ey.co.uk/

Photo © Arts Connect

Moonbeams Micro-site

Winter/Spring: Dates for your Diary
ON YOUR ARTSMARK JOURNEY
General Support

14 January
10 February
17 & 25 March

Help and advice from our Artsmark team.

Impact and Evaluation

15 January

For those who have submitted a Statement of Commitment and are thinking
about how to evidence achievement.

Development Days

20 January
3 & 25 February
24 March

The ﬁrst step on your Artsmark journey. reﬂect on what your school is doing,
what you want to achieve through Artsmark and get expert advice.

OTHER EVENTS
We are still running a full programme of digital events for teachers, please keep an eye on our website and social media
platforms for more information. Visit www.artsconnect.co.uk to book your place.

Talk to our Team...

pepita Hanna

Helen Frost

Becky Thompson

Clare Mitchell

Associate Director,
Partnerships and Investment
pepita.Hanna@wlv.ac.uk

Senior Programme Manager:
Artsmark
Helen.Frost@wlv.ac.uk

Arts Award Manager (P/T)
r.Thompson6@wlv.ac.uk

LCEPS Manager (Maternity Leave)
Clare.Mitchell@wlv.ac.uk

Get In Touch... Arts Connect, Midlands Arts Centre (MAC), Cannon Hill Park, Birmingham B12 9QH
E: artsconnectwm@wlv.ac.uk Find out more about our work: www.artsconnect.co.uk
artsconnectwestmids
artsconnectwm
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rob Elkington
Director, Arts Connect
rob.Elkington@wlv.ac.uk

